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Procurement Department

ADDENDUM # 1
To: File 1808-988-36-4822
IFB for: IFB Mowing and Ground Maintenance Services for Select Public Housing
Please note the following change:
1. Add the following language to Section 9 Invoicing:
9.8

Contractor shall invoice SAHA within 60 days after the delivery of the goods or
service. If contractor fails to invoice within 60 days SAHA reserves the right to
not pay the invoice.
The following questions were received:

Question 1: In reference to the Mowing/Watering – Development Properties, what is the Prevailing
Wage Rate for the Landscape Maintenance? We do not see a category in the Rate
Sheet
Answer 1: There is not a specific category for Landscaper; vendor would need to match the skill
levels to those positions identified.
Question 2: In regards to the Mirasol Single Family section, are we responsible for the fenced off
back yards as well, or are we responsible for the front and common areas only?
Answer 2: The awarded Vendor is responsible for both the front and back of each property
identified.
Question 3: Can you send bid tab concerning these properties?
Answer 3: See attached tabulation for the last quote.
Question 4: Page 44 section 1.0 states expected frequency is 24 cuts per property a year, is that
based on a set schedule (weather permitted) or on a as needed basis?
Answer 4: Please see Section 1.17, the actual schedule would be developed between the Vendor
and the Property Management.
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Question 5: In reference to the Mowing/Watering – Development Properties, what is the pay item
for:
1. Composting of the Grass and Lawn Areas
2. Ground Cover Care
3. What is the frequency of the Watering and Lawn Maintenance of these properties?
Answer 5:

1. Composting is not part of the Development Properties’ requirements, if it is requested
it would be paid per the unit pricing.
2. This would be covered under the watering of the yards, no specific care is required
otherwise.
3. This would be determined by the awarded Vendor and would only be that required to
keep the sodded and seeded areas alive and viable as well as any freshly planted
the trees.

Pre-submittal attendance is attached
By:

CharlesRBode

Date: October 3, 2018

Charles Bode Asst. Director of Procurement
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